The purpose of this paper is to provide a systematic treatment of the problem of identiEication in systems of linear structural equations where some of the disturbances are uncorrelated.
INTRODUCTION
Hany oE the aspects of the claesical linear simultaneous-equations model of econometrics have been researched in great depth, yet the problem of using restrictions on the covariances of the structural disturbances to assist in identífying the structural parameters appears to have received relatively little attention.
In his seminal book on the identification problem in econometrics, F.h.
Fishec [4] did go some oE the way towards presenting an overall account of the pcoblem; but most of his results have practical applications only in the rather specialized case oE block-recursive systems.
It should also be mentioned that the covariance problem can be accomodated within the framework for analysing problems of identification that Wegge (12] has provided. Other authors, including Rothenberg (8] have added to the results, and moce recently, the problem has been considered by Hausman and Taylor [S] in connection with limited-information estimation by instrumental variables. The latter have shown that ezogeneity relationships induced by covaríance restrictions may find expression in a class of models that is wider than that pport of the 1~Paul Bekker wishes to acknowledge the financial su Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research (ZHO). z of the block-recursive models which, in its turn, is a generalization oE the class oE recursive models analysed by ilold [13] In this paper, we attempt to analyse, in a systematic menner, a wide variety of relationships that may be induced by covariance cestrictions. Gie begin our treatment of particular cases by deEining the class of decomposable covariance restrictions.
These are the restcictions that give rise to relationships of exogeneity; and, therefore, at this stage, we are covering much the same ground as Hausman and Tayloc. However, our treatment of the problem is quite different Erom theirs.
By generalizing our definition of decomposability, we then proceed to introduce the wider class of recursively decomposable restrictions. An important Einding is that. if all the covariance restrictions are recursively decomposable, then eny set of etructucal parameters that are idr.ntifiable are atso global.ly or uniquely identifiable.
In our Einal section, we consider covariance restrictions that are indecomposable. Such restrictions no longer afford an assurance oE global identiEication. Nevertheless, in the case of one model which we analyse in detail, we are able to adduce a simple criterion for discriminating amongst the isolated solutions of the identiEying equations.
Our attempt at providing a uniEied treatment of our topic rests on an analysis of the structure oE the Jacobian matriz associated with the identifying equations. However, we find that, in many practical cases, our assesment of whether or not a structural equation is identified can be based on relatively simple criteria that do not require us to take account of the Jacobian matriz in its entirety. Nevectheless, there are cases where we do have to resort to a full system-wide analysis; and we shall describe the methods of such an analysis in the following section. The dispersion matrices of the vectors z and v are given by
where~is assumed to be positive definite. It follows from (2.1) that
whence we see that
is also positive definite.
If it is assumed that z is nocmally distributed. then all the information that is available Erom the observations is contained in E which is globally identified. 
Restrictions on A andG
iven that a value may be attributed to f, we seek to identify t.he elements of 6 and á with the help oE prior information represented by linear restrictions on these matrices.
Gie shall assume that, apart from the normalization rules which set d..
ii for all i, A is subject only to exclusion restrictions of the form é.. -0. iW e shall also assume that~is subject to covariance restcictions of the form ij -0 which are always accompanied by corresponding restrictions of the form
The restrictions affecting the jth equation may be written as These equations are symmetric in the arguments~i~and~ji. It follows that the restcíction setting~" is etting~ji to zero; and we Given that~c -(e'Ee)c 6 to zero is now identical to the restriction are free to eliminate one of these.
-(I (~,e'E)ec , and that e'E -~e 1, it follows that we can rewrite the equations in (2.10) in the form (2.11)
Thus we see that the linear restrictions on~c give rise to a set of bilinear ristrictions on ec .
On combining the equations from (2.1) and (2.11), we obtain the system (2.12) In considering the identification of the parameters of a single structural equation, we will make a further assumption: Rothenberg [8] has used an analogous assumption in his Theorem 8 which recapitulates on a theorem by Hald [11] which is also proved by Fisher [3] .
He shall restate the theorem in the form which best suits our own purposes: The advantage of using F comes from the fact that it separates the matrices~and e, which facilitates the assesment of its rank.
2.4 The stcucture of the Matriz F
we shall now look more closely at the structure of the matri: F.
The submatriz FD corresponding to the restrictions on e has a relatively simple structure: To illustrate the structure of F{, imagine that its rth row fr corresponds to the restriction~i~-(e~~eí)ic -0. Then For a complete ezample, let us consider the case of the model specified by the matrices:
The matriz F is then given by In our chacacterization of decomposable covariance restrictions, we shall make use of the following lemma in which the notation makes allusions to section 2.á. The proof of this appears i n the appendi:.
Decomposable Covariance Restrictions
ile may begin our account with the definition of a decomposable covariance restciction. To illustrate the definition and the lemma, we may consider the model specified by the matrices
The restriction~14 -0 i s decomposable. This can be seen by considering~.~i~~~i the matri: To confirm this, we may refer to (2.6) which indicates that the jth column of Ré3e consists of zeros except for the unit corresponding to the normalization e~d~-1. Since~i contains a zero in the jth position corresponding to the restriction~i3 -0, it is clearly independent of the row e3e in which the unit occurs. Therefore (3.6)~i -e'Re3~j i mplies~i -e'He3K~.
To reveal some further consequences of the condition m3 -e'He~Ki, let us rewrite it as e'-1~~-HeiKi, and let Sei cons[st of the rows of the identity matrix that are not included i n Hei . To illustrate this condition, we return again to our example under (3.3).
Ye see that a necessary and sufficient condition for the fourth equation to be identified is that the matrix for all r, we say that the covariance restrictions are recursively decomposable.
It is clear that the first in a sequence of recursively decomposable restcictions must be a decomposable restciction according to Definition 2.
lioreover all decomposable restrictions are also recursively decomposable.
T,P. 
S. THE CI,ASSICAL NODKL
The classical simultaneous-equations system of econometrics is a special case of our model which can be written in the fono of (2.1) as a block-recursive system: 
C l C~:
A necessary and sufficient conditon for the identifiability of the jth equation is that this matrix has a rank of m-G i K. However, since the K x K matrix 6 -A'ExxA is nonsingular, thie is equivalent to the condition that
In the absence of restrictions on~, the term H~jY in (5.5) is suppressed, and we obtain the conventional rank condition which is stated by Schmidt í9, p.134] amongst others.
As a corollary to Lemma 6, we have the following statement which is analogous to Lemma 2: 
BiB
Hg;6
The proof, which i s analogous to that oF Proposition 2, is given in the appendi:
For an example, let us considec the model specified by the matrices 
The conventional rank condition shows that the fírst and fourth equetions are identified in the absence of any restrictions on`[.
Given that the fourth equatíon is identified, it follows that the covaciance restriction i42 -0 is recursively decomposable. Although the third equation is not identified, the restriction i32 -0 is also recursively decomposable; for the matrix Given the recursively decomposable nature of the restrictions i32' i42 -0, it follows that a necessary and sufficient condition for the global identiEiability oE the second equation is that the matrix (5.9)
is nonsingular. The condition will be satisfied at every regular point in the restricted parameter set.
4fi at is notable about this example is that the identification of the second equation is achieved with the assistance of two covariance restrictions, neither of which is decomposable and one of which, namely i32 -0, relates to an instrumental equation which is unidentified. 0 , 1 ,Y23, 0
INDECONPOSABLE RESTRICTiONS
We define an indecomposable covariance restriction to be any covariance restriction that cannot be subsumed under Definition 2 of recursively decomposable restrictions.
The effectiveness of an indecomposable restciction in assisting the identification of a particular equation depends crucially on the way in which other indecomposable restrictions are distributed throughout the system. In the appendix, we prove
An indecomposable covariance restriction can be of assistance in identifying equations which it references only if it belongs to a set oE s indecomposable restrictions which reference no more than s equations.(~ij -0 is said to reference the ith and jth equations).
As a corollary to the proposition we have 
An Indecomposable System
The simplest case of an indecomposable system which is locally identified is provided by the model in section 2.4 which is specified by the matrices For any two solutions. we must have
We also have d1Ed1 -~11~o r (6.8) all } 2a31d31 i a33d31 -mll Together, (6.7) and (6.8) yield rom which it follows that there can be no more than two solutions. Analogous expcessions hold for the other parameters; and thus we find that
In interpreting this result. we may recall the opinion that has been stated by F.M. Fisher [4] and, more recently. by Bentler and Freeman [2] that simultaneous-equations models should be regarded as limiting approximations to dynamic non-simultaneous models in which certain time lags approach zero.
The requirement that the non-simultaneous model should be dynamically stable leads to restrictions on the matrix of parameters associated with the endogenous variables.
In particular, it is required of the classical model in (S.1) that the matrix (I-f) should be convergent in the sense that (6.12) (1-f)n~0 as n A necessary and sufficient conditioo for (6.12) to hold is that the absolute value of the largest latent root of (I-f) is less than one.
In the present case, we have
and thus, for the system in (6.1) to be stable, we require that (6.14)~d 31a12a23~~1
This result is readily intelligible since it concerns the product oE the coefficients that describe a circular path linking the vaciables of our model.
According to (6.11), the condition (6.14) can only hold foc one of the two solutions of the identifying equations; and, in this sense, the model is globally identified. In our numerical ezample, it is the solution under (6.3) that satisfies the criterion of stability.
It is an attractive speculation to suppose that similar critecia of stability may be available for discriminating amongst the solutions of the identifying equations of other moce complicated models that give rise to indecomposable problems of identification. 
